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0.8 Global Update : Hello, friends! Atom Team is online with many great news. The last month was really good for
development, and now you get to experience what we were making for all this time. We really hope these results will be to your
liking. In this major update, we continued to liven up Krasnoznamenny and Peregon with new NPCs and quests. We also
listened to you, our dear, dear player base. You wished for an ability to leave your followers near your personal bunker. It is now
possible. You know what else is possible? Playing a true villain. Sure, you always had a chance to insult a sweet old lady, or
punch a grieving father in the throat. But now, you will be able to turn the Wasteland into dust, by siding with a certain edgy
new faction of freaks and weirdos from up north. Remember to save into a new slot before doing so We promise to make the
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game completable with this option turned on, but before that happens it can get pretty boring walking the charred earth. On the
other hand, youll get a lovely new follower if you join the dark side! But the real difference made concerns our gameplay
mechanics. This part of our work really earned this update its name The Global Update. The whole system of roleplaying
mechanics will grow double or even triple the moment you update. You will get tons of new skills to choose from, for yourself
and your partners, including the dog. Speaking of the dog, Dzhulbars will now get armor, pouches, leashes and even helmets he
always dreamed of! Tune your mutt as you please, by giving him certain items and special skills. This update will also add many
new items, from beets to shields which have their own unique set of mechanics in battle. Hand to hand and melee characters will
no longer feel left out and weak, thanks to the new craftable weapons and skills you may choose on level-up. And you will
always have an ability to solidify your name as the Fist of the Central Wastes by working out with a barbell we created inside
your bunker! Just dont try to jump it In other words, the work we made was really huge. So huge, in fact, that its not completely
finished. While you will get to play with everything mentioned above, a small segment of new dialogues and the books are still
not translated completely. Some portraits are also still unfinished. But that will be fixed in a few days or so, we promise! Were
really sorry it has come to this yet again :( Now, for the full changelog: - New video briefing segment - Skill tree - 36+ NPCs,
most have quests on them. - 20 new quests - Better graphics v/ SpeedTree system - Earn a fair buck travelling with the caravans
- More craftable weapons - Shields - Improved Melee and HtH. - Beets, onions, cheeses and more!. - Dog Armor - New location
Fogelevka village (in dev) - New location Old Scrapyard - New follower - Strippers! - Ten new books - Yashins quest has a
conclusion - A way to Die for the God-Emperor! - Throw grenades anywhere you want in the throw radius - Exploding terrain,
watch out for red barrels! - An ability to leave your followers near the bunker - A gym - Knocking down doors with melee -
Many more little things and tweaks! - A way to turn off cinematics through game settings (helps with bugs with old ATI 5xxxx,
6xxxx models) We really, really hope you enjoy! Let there be ATOM! As for us, were off to make a new update, which will
seem especially great for those of you who follow the main quest line, wish for new locations and more sexy times for the main
character Thank you so much for sticking with us.. 1.07 : Hello, friends! Tonight, we offer you our newest patch, numbered
1.07. We worked on it for quite a while, so we really hope you will like what it brings to the game. Here is the log of the main
changes: Reworked random encounters, changed fight balance. WIP. Added new map - ATOM base - and tutorial. Fixed car
bugs. Stock renew on save-load fixed. Circus location bugs fixed, now quests are correctly given out and failed. VIL-A fixed.
Xander P-603 fixed. Informer fixed. Castle leaders quest line fixed, consequences added to different approaches. Peregons
government quest fixed, now you can correctly dispose of every leader. You can now get to the ship in Krasnoznamenny while
playing the Chaos route. Minor bug fixes in all major settlements. Typos and weird phrasing fixed in parts of the translation.
WIP. New recipe books for crafting. Better optimization of the game. Companions AI improved. Thank you for sticking with
us. Now, were off to make the big update which will include new locations and quests.. 0.6.6b - Machine gun unlock! : Hello,
friends! Another day, another patch :) We added submachine guns and we want to know your opinion about them while we
work on the next big update. And now for the patch changes: New skill: "Automatic firearms" for assault rifles and machine
gun; Added a separate slot for gas masks in your inventory. Now you can combine them with helmets; Better visuals for books
and notes; New additions to the Factory quest line (now you can finish it); Better pathfinding for companions (for example, they
don't block you in doorways); AI now can use legs to strike during battle; Better visuals for options menu and dialogues; New
weapons and items; Human characters now can open doors; New battle mechanics: kick weapon from hands, blind..
Announcement 0.8 : Hello, friends! Work is going according to plan. We have managed to create a whole lot of new content,
some of it - inspired by your very own recommendations. In this thread, we will announce the major changes that will come to
the game later this month. - Many new characters and quests - from a peaceful project, where you help an aspiring writer
publish his works, to a series of battles with the future of the Wasteland at stake! New quests will not only add hours to
gameplay, but will also reward you with unique new items. - Grenades now have much more tactical uses. You will get to see the
damage radius, as well as throw the grenade on an empty square, for example to hit more opponents, or make a chain explosion
by targeting a flammable piece of terrain. - A unique new follower for your party! - Doors now can be forced with a melee
attack. - A new perk tree, filled with special abilities your character gets to pick for himself and his team mates during the
game. - We are adding shields - a piece of equipment with unique mechanics, that will add to your frontal and sideways defence.
- New random encounters you can get into while walking the world map. - Your actions in Peregon now have consequences. -
New melee weapon recipes for crafting! - New cinematic! - We got a SpeedTree licence, that will help us liven up the world by
making plant life better. The first results are available on a new map we added. - Lots of bugs fixed, including the disappearing
body under objects bug the community found. - Also, we would like to give a shout out to the new Atom Wiki run by the fans
of our game. Finding this place on the web was a huge surprise. Thanks a lot, guys! As you can see, we have a lot of updates this
time. So much so, we even passed on the idea of making a shiny new video announcement about the changes. We hope that the
screenshots we took would be enough for the time being. And now, its time to get back to work.. Patch - 0.6.0c : - Fixed the bug
with some items disappearing in the inventory. - Fixed enemy balance (animals and mutants). - Fixed the bug with a gas mask. -
Added new recipe. - Fixed the bug with some items disappearing during crafting. - Added Hunger, Poisoning and Radiation
indication. - Added music and sound options. - Fixed the bug with the overload in the inventory. - Standardized shooting
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distance for the guns. - Now you can meet the mysterious couple in the "Roaring forest" only during the night. - Fixed the bug
with battles in the caves (no more shooting through walls). - Fixed the bug on the global map when you leave the forest. - New
alternative animation for the 'kick'. - Two new items (tobacco and hand-rolled cigarette). - Fixed the bug with the pump in
Otrandoye. - Now the Crafting won't close when you sort your inventory. - Fixed the bug with stats stacking if you have two
same items in your hands. - Fixed bugs with heroes statistics. - Fixed aggression radius for the enemies. - Fixed the bug when
enemies could stand in the same square as the protagonist. - Fixed the panic for enemies. - Fixed a lot of minor mistakes. P.S
Guys, we're already working on a big update to the game! It should come out somewhere after the New Year. That doesn't mean
that we won't release new patches.. Patch - 0.6.0e : - New movement system (now the hero picks the fastest way to reach the
destination). - All bodies in the same cell now have joint inventory. - Otradnoye now has a couple of new little features. - Now
items like weapons and armour will stay on the body if you don't take them. - Fixed the 'knock over' mechanic. - Fixed the
balance of the hand to hand combat. - Added min. requirements for the weapons. - Fixed animation for the knife fight. - AP is
now shown in the weapon descriptions. - Added a new recipe and a subsequential item. - Added a new alternative to catch a
'gold fish'. - Fixed many bugs with the bullets. - A 'Continue' buton is added to the main menu. - Fixed the wares balance. - Now
you can use a shovel as a weapon! - Fixed the effect of Aprophenum. - Fixed a bug with a reward from the bandit leader. -
Fixed bugs in the caves beneath the Roaring forest. - Fixed the bug with hero sometimes getting stuck in the scenery. - New
sounds for the ciggy. - Added exp for a successful crafting. - Added new weapon (SKS). - Show the weight of the items in
inventory during Barter and looting. - Fixed the bug with lockpicking. - Added new animations. - All new items now go first in
the inventory. - You can see the chance of a krit. attack when you create your character. - Fixed the army knife balance. - Left
Shift now makes the map skroll faster. The new patch will come out with the new update in the next year.. FUNDING GOAL
ACHIEVED! THANK YOU! : Hey, guys! It happened! We achieved our funding goal! And it's all thanks to You! We are super
excited right now and are already making a nice update with an intermediate stretch goal! It's going to be quite interesting!
Thank you again, guys! You did it! :)
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